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. E',-{ 1 Abstract 

The present study attempted to replicate, in a real

life a~alogue, the findings of Rachlin and Green (1972) re-

garding the reversal of preference for a small, immediate 

reward or a large, delayed reward in time, as well as the 

utili t~l of prior comni tment as a means of self-control. One 

hundred three college students were presented with a two-link 

chain of events. In the initial link. subjects could either 

commit the~selves to a large, delayed reward or proceed to a 

terminal link, 1 days later, in which they could choose be

tween the large, delayed reward or a small, immediate reward. 

According to ;-:achlin and Green. self-control is evidenced by 

both a reversal in preference from small to large reward in 

time and an increase in commitment to the large reward as .1 

increases. In the present study, a definite and consistent 

preference was found for the large, delayed reward across all 

values of T. These results replicated neither ~achlin and 

Green (1972) nor Burns and Powers (1975) in their attempt to 

replicate ,\achlin and Green' s resul ts. In post hJC analyses 

of the data. a methodological problem was discovered which al-

tered the procedure used in this study from that used by 

.~achlin and Green. Upon correction of delay values. tentative 

support was found for ~achlin and Green's matching equation 

for finding the value ratio for two alternative choices dif-

fering in c.mount and delay of reinforcement. 

~~~-~-----,----
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CHOICE AND C OMMITriiENT IN COLLEGE STUDENTS: 

ATTEMPTING A ~EALISTIC ANALOGUE OF 

~ACHLINtS MODEL OF SEIF-CGNT~OL 

Choices are an inevitable part of every person's life. 

People are constantly making choices, and it is a well-known 

(or at least well-assumed) fact of life that we do not always 

make the wisest or most beneficial 6hoice. This seems often 

to be the case when the choice involves the delay of one of 

the consequences. For example, we may go ahead and spene 

money on an evening out now instead of saving it for a vacation 

trip later, only to regret it when the time for vacation rolls 

around. Or, we may settle for an inferior product that is a

vailacle now, rather than wait for a superior one to arrive 

on special order later. 

Both of these examples involve what has been called 

delay of reward or delay of gratification. It has been the 

goal of a good many research studies to eXplain the various 

condi tiom:: and variables that determine whether one will opt 

for a delayed, large reward or accept a small, immediate, or 

less delayed, one. Among the factors f<m.d to influence pre

ference fer delay are age, intelligence, socioeconomic status, 

length of delay, attention and other cognitive mechanisms, 

presence or absence of the reward during the delay, and even 
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the presence or absence of the father in the home. U:ischel, 

1958; Lischel & rietzner, 1962; I:i schel ,'£, :"':bbeson, 1970; I.~ischel, 

Ebbeson, & Zeiss, 1972). Interestingly, it has been demonstrated 



that nagnitJ.de or value of the reward influences preference 

for delay (Crooks, 1977), and, conversely, that delay influences 

the subjective value of reward (I.~ischel, Grusec, 8; ;,.asters, 

1969) . 

;,:ahoney (1972) has defined self-control as any response 

made by an organism which modifies the probability of another 

response. This easily relates to the study of preferences for 

delayed reward. Given a situation in which there is a choice 

between a small, immediate reward and a large, delayed reward, 

there exists a tendency to choose the small, immediate reward. 

By reason of ~ahoney's definition of self-control, there must 

be some response available that would alter the probability 

of making ~his choice. This response exists in the form of 

prior conm:_tment to the larger, delayed reward. Study of the 

use of comr~itment as a means of self-control in such preference 

situations has been conducted, most notably, by Rachlin and 

Green (1972). 

Ra8hlin and Green initially found that when given a 

choice of a 2-second exposure to grain immediately or a 4-

second exposure after a delay of 4 seconds, pigeons reliably 

chose the sT'laller, Lnmediate reward. In studyine the rever

sability of this preference, _:~achlin and Green first exposed 

the pigeons to a choice between t'vvo keys lit with white light. 

This was termed the initial link. By pecking either key, the 

pigeon prcceeded to a terminal link. If the pigeon pecked the 

right key in the initial link, the terminal link presented a 

choice of a red or a green key. A choice of red produced the 

~----------------
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immediate 2-second exposure to grain while a choice of green 

produced tr..e 4-second exposure to grain delayed by l+-seconds. 

Choosing tr..f; left key in the initial link produced a no-choice 

si tuation in which or,ly the green key was lit in the terminal 

link. rrhi::; represented a corm0.i tment to the large, delayed re-

ward. Ii diagram of l-,achlin and Green's paradigm is provided 

in Figure 1. 

Insert Fig. 1 about here 

1 represents the time between the initial link and the terminal 

link, 2_nd served as the independent variable. 

~achlin and Green's model is based on a version of the 

matching law in which "the ratio of the values of two reward 

alternatives differing in delay and amount is the product of 

the ratio o)f amounts and the inverse ratio of delays" (~achlin 

and Green, 1972). Expressed mathematically, this would be: 

In testing this model, ~achlin and Green studied self-manage-

ment behavior in pigeons. 

If the reversal of preference exists, then at small 

values of 1, the small, iJ~ediate reward will be preferred, 

or hav'2 a higher y V'll ue, than the large, delayed reward. 

At larger values of :£, the reverse '.vill be true. Using 

c{achlin I S values for amounts and delays of reinforcements, 

with a T value of 1 second, the equation becomes: 

._-- -_.- -_._--_ .. _-----

(4+1) 
(0+1) 

10 
"1+ 



Since the final ratio is greater than 1, thp value of thefirst 

alternat~vE' is ereater. Hence, the small , immediate reward 

is the preferred one. If, on the other hand, ~ = 10, with 

all other variables constant, the equation becomes: 

(4+10) = 23 
10+10) 40 

In this in~3tance, the ratio is less than 1 and it is the second 

alternative that is Dore highly valued. The large, delayed 

reward is preferred at 1: == 10 seconds. In addition, ":achlin 

predicted that at larger values of 1: the pigeons would tend 

to commit themselves in the initial link and lock themselves 

into a no-choice situation in the terminal link. In other 

worda, they would exhibit self-control. In fact. this is 

exactly what Rachlin and Green found. As T increased, so did 

lSomI'1itment responding, which, in turn, prov~ded strong evidence 

for the reversal of preferences in tine. 

A replication of ,;achlin and Green' s findings was at-

tempted with human sUbjects. Burns and Powers (1875) used two 

children (ages 9 and 10) in an experimental situation very 

similar to the one used by:achlin and Green for pigeons. 

These invEstigators found that there was a reversal in prefer-

ence; howE-ver, it was the snall, immediate reward that increased 

in preferE!nce and not the large, delayed one as .. achlin had 

predicted. Although replication was not achieved, the pre-

ference reversal that was found was useful in "suggesting the 

model's utility in the investigation of self-control with hu

r~ans" (Burns and Pov!ers, 1975) 
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The purpose of the present experiment was to replicate 

Rachlin and Green's finding in a real-life analogue to their 

paradign using human subjects. 

l:jethod ---

Subjects 

The subjects were 103 male and female college students 

who were enrolled in an introductory psychology course. Par-

ticipation was voluntary and in exchange for extra-credit in 

the C01.,Tse. Since the class rnet in both a large group si tua-

tion and in small dif;cussion groups, assignr:lent to experimen-

tal conditions was made on the basis of membership in one of 

six discussion groups. That is, the members of each discussion 

served as subjects in a different experimental condition. 

Design 

In order to simulate a real-life situation and still 

maintain a::1. acceptable level of control, deception of subj ects 

was necessary. However, the deceptive aspects were kept to 

a minir:lUffi. ',Jhat follows is the "contrived" si tuation wi th 

which subjects were confronted. 

Subjects were presented with a choice between two ex-

periments (EXF 1 and EXP 2) in which they could participate 

for extra-credit in their psychology course. The experiments 

differed in both amount and delay of reinforcement. EXP 1 

offered the opportunity to earn up to 5 points of credit, with 

the amount of credit earned being disclosed the day following 

the ex-oeriment. EXP 2, on the other hand, offered up to 10 

points of credit. but notification of points earned would not 

""------------------
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be possible for two weeks followine the experiment. 

The choice was presented in a two-link chain. In the 

initial link, which was presented at the same time for all 

groups during a large class meeting, subjects either committed 

themselves to EXF 2 ot opted to choose between EXP 1 and EXP 2 

later, in the terminal link. It should be noted that, for all 

subjects, toth experiments were to be conducted on the same 

r;iven date, 29 days after presentation of the initial link. 

The terminal link took place within small discussion groups 

and occurec' on different days for each group. Thus , systematic 

variation of T (the time betweeen initial and terminal links) 

was achieved. The six intervals of T used were: 1 day, 2 days, 

9 days, 10 days, 23 days, and 24 days. Based on :~achlin's 

r.1atchir.E equation, hro hypotheses were formed: 1) as l' increased 

preference should shj.ft from ZXP 1 to EXP 2, and 2) this shift 

would be evidenced in an increasing a!'lount of commitnent ln 

the initial link as 'J.' increased. 

Procedure 

Un the first day of the study. the experimenter entered 

the large class situation, presumably, to recruit subjects for 

two exper~~ents to bo conducted at a later date. After explain

ing the experiments and the extra-credit "package" of each, 

the ex])er~menter dtstributed schedules indicating when choices 

could also be wade i'1 the different discussion groups. The 

subjects were also inforr:led that if anyone wished to sign up 

for EX? 2 at that ti~e it was possible to do so. A more detailed 

copy of the instructions given at this period is supplied in 

--- ------.---"-----~--
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Appendix 1. 

After the various time intervals (1 day, 2 days, 9 days, 

10 days, et8.) the ex~eri~enter visited the discussion groups 

where h(~ reviewed the experiments and extra-credit options for 

the subjects and accepted sign-ups for either experiment. The 

instructions used at this time are supplied in Appendix 2. 

After visiting all discussion groups, the experimenter 

returned to the large group on the day the experinents were 

to be conducted. ,H this tine, subj ects were debriefed regar-

ding the dE~ception, the true nature of the study, the necessity 

of the decE~ption, etc. .sUbjects were insouraged to ask any 

questions regarding the experiment that they may have had. 

~\lso, all subjects were informed that everyone would be awar-

ded a full 10-point credit for participating. 

:esul ts -----
Table 1 presents the frequency and percentage of total 

subjects opting for each alternative for each T value. 

Insert Table 1 about here 

This data is depicted graphically for each T value in Figure 2. 

Insert Fig. 2 about here 

As can be seen, preference for the larr.;er, delayed reward (both 

in the form of comT'litnent in the initial link and in the form 

of choosing EXP 2 in the terminal link) steadily increased with' 

increases in T. Preference for the small, inmediate reward 

(F.XP 1) i;::: alT'lost negligible, never exceeding 8)b (with the 

exception of 1'. = 2 days, where preference for EXP 1 jumped 

to 37.5%. This will be discussed later). 
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Discussion 

Clearly, the results of the present study fail to re-

plicate ei ther :'.achlin and Green's resul ts or those found 

by Burns and Powers. I\~o cO:'1plete reversal of preference was 

found. Quite the contrary, preference for the large, delayed 

reward rernained rather constant and substantial, accounting 

for over 9C% of all responses across all values of T, with the 

exception of ~ ~ 2 days, where preference for EXP 1 jumped to 

account for 37. 55~ of the responses. However I this rather dra-

matic incrpase in preference for ~~Zp 1 is likely to be attribu-

table to a difference in inforT1.ation for the group at T == 2 

days. Thi~: group was the only group of subjects in which the 

question was raised as to the certainty of points earned in 

EXP 2 2"nd the possibili ty of not earning, in EXP 2, the five 

(5) pointp possible in EXP 1. The experimenter had been forced 

to affirm the existence of such a possibility since the phrases 

"UI to 5" and "up to 10" meant any point values fron 0 to 5 

and 0 to 10, respectively. The experimenter could not, hovfever, 

"propose any probabil i ty for such an occurrence. r~evertheless, 

such an increase in u.ncertainty regarding the rewards of T;;XP 2 

could very easily account for such a shift in preference to 

}~XP 1.. 

~his particular experimental group notwithstanding, 

preference for EXP 2 established itself and was maintained for 

all values of T. However, these results cannot be interpreted 

as discou:-:ting or di'sproving "~achlin' s model. 

In Dost hoc analvses of the data it was discovered that -'---_ __ v 

the present study contained an additional time element which 

.-.~-.---.-.. ----
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was not considered in the original predictions. Since all 

subjects in the present study came from the same introductory 

psychology class, it 'Nas convenient to present all subjects 

vvi th the ini tial link at the sane time in a large class 

situation and present the terninal link at varying time inter-

vals (1) within the discussion groups. It was also convenient 

(for debriefing purposes, realisn, etc.) to present the "ex-

periments" for which the subjects signed up as taking place 

on the sane specific date. It was fro:n this specific date 

that the fixed delays of reward were calculated. What was 

overlooked was the fs.ct that by varying the tines at which 

subjects Vl(~re exposer to the terminal link, a varying amount 

of time was passing betvleen the terminal link and the "exlJer-

iment" date fron which the delays were calculated. That is, 

in actuality, not only were .1 values varied, but also the 

delays of :~ewards theT"ls 81 ves were varying! For exanpl e , at 

'=' = 1 day, the delay of reward for EXP 1 at the terr1inal link 

includes not only the 1 day delay between participation in the 

"experiment" and notification of reward, but also the 28 days 

elapsing between the ter:::inal link and the day of the "exper-

iuent" . ''':hus, the delay for .~XF 1 at T := 1 day was actually 

29 days. Following the sarrle procedure, the delay for YXP 2 

becomes, not 14 days, but 42 days. At this point Rachlin's 

matching equation becomes: 

.724 

Since the ratio is less than 1, it would be predicted that 



EXP 2 would be the preferred alternative. Since the discussion 

groups were visited at different times, this time interval be-

tween t'2rTninal link ano "experiment" was varied unintentionally. 

1,1JhEn all actual delays were re-calculated and these 

values insErted into the equation suggested by Rachlin and 

Green, it was found that, indeed, preference for the large, 

delayed revrard was predicted for 4 out of the 6 experinental 

groups. These value ratios and actual delays are presented 

in '.iable 2" 

Insert Table 2 about here 

The last two erouDs (T= 2),24) are the two where a re-
-" -

versal would be predicted. Jy reviewing Table 1 and Figure 2. 

it can be seen that from T : 23 to 1 = 24. both preferences 

of large, delayed reward drop slightly, while preference for 

ZXP 1 increases slightly. However, with no greater 1 values 

tested, it is impossible to determine if these differences 

actually represent the start of a reversal. 

Erief questionnaires were distributed to subjects at 

the tine of debriefing concerning the reasonine and logic 

behind the choices made. It is interesting to note that re-

sponses indicating im~ulsivity as a factor in the decision 

were Flore cornmon for subj ccts who had corm'li tted thonsel ves 

to ~XP 2 in the initial link. Of those subjects that opted 

for a choice at the initial link, a great many indicated they 

'were v-mi ting for more information regarding the two experiments. 

In this l~_ght, it would see::, possible that those subjects not 

choosing com:ni tment at the initial lin1\" were exhibiting more 
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self-control than tho8e who did cO'"'lmi t themselves. 

In SUT'llllary, while an additional time factor and a con

sequent difference in paradigm prevented replication of the 

findings of ~achlin and Green, some tentative support was 

found for the utility of Rachlin and Green's value ratio for 

two rew3.rd alternatives in predicting preference for delayed 

rewards. 

12 
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Initial link Terminal link 

2 sec •. i./6 sec. 

T' ® , ____ ~L_ ________ 4 

® 

4 sec. dela 4 sec. rt 

(T') • 
,-------1 

@) 

4 sec. delay/4 sec. rt 

Fig. 1 . .0iagram of the paradigm used by <,achlin in his study 

of self-management in pigeons. 
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0 
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'I = 1 day 'I -- 2 days T ::0 9 days 
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-
(J) (J) - (J) _ 
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p., P. P. 

(J) (J) - (J) -Q.J Q.J Q.J 
'r.:; .-; - " 

~ ~ ~ 
0 0 0 

,'" 'C> - . " ,,," -, ,-, . 

}~~XP ~~XF eo;,; 0 
EXl' LXP CUL 0 EXP ~X}) C G;,] 

1 2 1 2 1 2 

T = 10 days T = 23 days T = 24 days 

Fig. 2. Percentage of subjects choosing each of three possible 

alternatives plotted for each value of !. 
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EXP 1 ~:xr ') c mJ.:r TkEI.T <-

(terminal link (terminal link (initial link) 

T= -/-c.' f d f c/ f A 
U/ 

- ir ... 'S 1° ,0 /0 

1 19 0 0 12 6).2 7 36.8 t 

2 16 6 37.5 3 18.75 7 4).75 

9 13 1 7.7 4 30.8 8 61. S 

10 1(3 1 5.5 5 27.8 12 66.6 

2J 23 0 0 8 34.8 15 65.2 

2L~ 1'+ 1 7.1 5 35.7 8 57.1 

'Table 1. Number of subjects. frequency, and percentage of sub-

jects choosing each possible alternative for each 

value of T. 

- ----------,-----------
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Actual delays 

T= EXP 1 I~XP 2 1 
V2 

= -

v 

1 29 42 .724 

2 28 41 .732 

9 21 34 .809 

10 20 33 .825 

23 7 20 1.428 

24 6 19 1.583 

Table ;2. Actual delays for each "experiment" and value ratios 

plotted for each value of T. 

---------,-------...----- '------------------



~pendix 1 

On (specific date Given), there will be two research 

experiments conducted by members of the psychology department. 

Your instructor has agreed to offer extra-credit in this 

course for participation in these experiments. However, 

since they are being conducted on the same day you will only 

be able to participate in one. In both cases, awarding of 

credit will be dependent on your performance in the required 

tasks of each experiment. 

By :p,-,rticipa ting in the first experiment, you ".rill have 

the opportunity to earn up to 5 points of extra-credit. you 

will bE~ notified of credit earned the followinG day (specific 

date e;iverJ. 

Ey participating in the second experiment you may earn 

up to 10 p~ints of credit. However, it will not be possible 

to notify you of crerlit earned until two weeks later, (specific 

date given). ~re there any questions? 

I will be around to your distcussinn groups in the next' 

fev: ':le'2ks to give you the 0PI,ortuni ty to sign up for whichever 

experi1'lcnt you choose. I aI'l handing out a schedule of dates 

and tL:1es that I will be cOft'\ing to each discussion group. 

The date that I meet with your discussion group will be the 

only time you 11ay sign up. If anyone would like to sign up 

for the second of the two experim.ents now, I will be ~vailable 

after cla:::s for you to do so. Are tbere any questions at this 

point? 
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is you will recall, I visited your large class a few 

days/weeks 3.g0. ,it that time I described two experiments to 

you, one of which you can sign up to participate in for extra

credit. Ht that time, if you wanted, you were allowed to sign 

up for one of the experiments. Today, you may sign up for 

ei ther expcrinent you wish. To revievl, in EX} 1, you may 

earn up to 5 points of credi t and will be notified hovv TI12.ny 

points were earned on the following day. In J~j\.I 2, you may 

earn up to 10 points of extr3.-credi t, ho\,vever it will not be 

possible to notify you of credit earned until two weeks later . 

• ire there any questions? 
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